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The Maltese islands, lying as they do in the central part of the Mediterranean, have always attracted the attention of the leading maritime powers. The Phoenicians or Carthaginians, the Romans of the West and of the East, the Arabs and the Normans, have all in turn coveted and occupied the islands of Malta and Gozo. For who controls these islands can also control the sea lanes leading to and from the central part of the Mediterranean. Lying just less than sixty miles away from Sicily and about one hundred and twenty miles away from Africa, they have always been on the trade and sea-routes linking Africa with Europe. This was more obvious in antiquity when navigation was slower and when the skipper was forced “to hug the shores, creeping round the coasts” (1).

The two islands are blessed with excellent harbours, some of which are perhaps the best in the Mediterranean (2). This was realized in antiquity and Diodorus Siculus in a passage culled, it seems, from Timaeus (325-260 B.C.) (3), dwells fairly long on the harbours of Malta and Gozo (4). Skylax, writing in about 350 B.C. calls Malta a ‘harbour’ (5). In the sixth century A.D. Malta is called by Arator a statio — a place of call for ships(6). Reference to the harbours of Malta and Gozo are found in Arabic authors (7).

Diodorus Siculus writes that the Maltese and Gozitan harbours are suited to give shelter to ships which spend the winter there (8); and that the Phoenicians or Carthaginians used Malta as a place of refuge (9). In Cicero’s time the pirates used to spend the winter in Malta almost every year (10). A ship from Alexandria was wintering in Malta when St. Paul was shipwrecked there; and St. Paul himself had to spend three
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months in Malta before proceeding to Rome (11). In antiquity navigation started in Spring (12) and ended in October: which means that ships stopped at the islands for about six months. The fact that the islands served as winter-quarters for mariners has left a mark on the local toponomy. *Marsamxett* with its calm waters was used as a wintering place as the word *mxett* suggests (13).

Ships reached Malta from several parts of the Mediterranean. The sea-distances in nautical books which had been copied by geographers and historians help us to reconstruct the common trade-routes to and from Malta (14). Diodorus, reechoing Timaeus, writes that the distance from Malta to Syracuse is about 800 *stadia* (15). This suggests that since Timaeus's times there had been a regular service linking Malta with Syracuse (16). When St. Paul left Malta he landed in Syracuse (17). In 533 A.D. Belisarius and his men sailed to Malta from a harbour not far from Syracuse (18). Another sea-route seems to have been Malta-Camarina. Strabo, quoting from a Latin *portolano*, says that Malta is 88 miles away from Camarina (19); and Pliny asserts that Malta is 87 miles distant from the same place (20). Similarly M. Capella, writing in about the fourth century, states that the island is about 80 miles distant from Camarina in Sicily (21). The Arabic geographer Edrisi writes that ships from Malta reach Scicli in Sicily, which is not far from Camarina (22). Both Pliny and M. Capella give distances from Malta to Lilybaeum (Marsala), which suggests a third sea-route to Sicily (23). It was from Lilybaeum that T. Sempronius Longus sailed to occupy Malta in 218 B.C. (24). Strabo mentions also the distance from Malta to Cossura (Pantelleria) (25).
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In Roman times, therefore, and before, it would seem that Malta and Gozo were connected by sea-routes with the Sicilian harbours of Syracuse, Camarina and Lilybaeum and with the island of Cossura. The same sea-routes lasted till Arabic times. Though no distances are given from Africa, still ships coming from Africa and stopping at Malta must have been numerous. Malta seems to have been a station for the heavy cargo vessels carrying corn from Egypt to Pozzuoli in Italy (26). The Alexandrian vessel which was wintering in Malta when St. Paul was shipwrecked there may have been one of the corn ships. The *Itinerarium Antonianum* mentions Malta as a station for ships going to Africa from Italy (27). The pseudo-Acts of the Apostles Peter and Paul implies that Malta served as a place of call for ships voyaging to Africa (28) Belisarius called at Malta before proceeding to Libya (29). In Byzantine times Malta was connected by a sea-route with Byzantium. Artabanes was shipwrecked on the island (30). The Byzantine coins found in Malta confirm the ties between Constantinople and Malta. The word *Skala* in the sense of wharf or pier has been retained in the toponym *marsaskala*. The words *marsa* with its compounds marxaxlokk, marsalforn, marsamxett, marsaskala, and the word *mgarr* suggest that the corresponding harbours were used by the Arabs.

In wartime the harbours of the islands served to give shelter to the navies of the different powers who held sway over them. Cicero informs us that the Carthaginians made use of the harbours in the two Punic Wars (31). In Byzantine times Malta was under a naval officer of the Byzantine navy — the *drungarius* — who had a small flotilla at his disposal (32). In Arabic times Muslim fleets left Malta to attack the Italian cities of the south (33).

In the course of time different kinds of ships visited the island and left their mark on the local toponomy. *Ghar il-Lembi* may have been a sort of hideout for the small *lembi* which the pirates used. *Xlendi* in Gozo seems to have been used as a haven for the long Byzantine *chelandia*. *Lforn* compounded with *Marsa* could have been named after the Illyrian type of ship, the *Liburna*. *Ix-Xwejni* in Gozo and *Ras ix-Xini* in Malta are connected with Arabic ships.
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